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For a symmetric space G/K of compact type, the highest-weight vectors for 
representations of G occurring in Ls(G/K) become heavily concentrated near 
certain submanifolds of G/K as the highest weight goes to infinity. This fact is 
applied to obtain estimates for the spectral measures of the operators qh = PnqPh , 
where PA: L.*(G/K) + VA is an orthogonal projection onto a G-irreducible sum- 
mand, and p: G/K + Iw is a continuous function acting on L*(G/K) by multi- 
plication. 
INTRODUCTION 
The eigenfunctions of the Laplacian d on a compact Riemannian manifold 
are defined geometrically and so should have interesting geometric properties. 
For example, Ralston [lo] constructs sequences of approximate eigenfunctions 
(functions fn with Ij f,, (IL2 = 1 for which 11 Afn - X,f,, jjLa + 0 as 1z --f 00 for 
some constants h,) with supports increasingly concentrated near a stable closed 
geodesic. (A more general discussion of approximate eigenfunctions may be 
found in Weinstein [12] and Colin de Verdiere [2].) In situations with a high 
degree of symmetry one can sometimes be more explicit. Consider 3, the unit 
sphere in Iw3, with x, y, z the standard coordinate functions on (ws. It is a classical 
fact that if p,(x, y, z) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n, and 
( a2 -++++&n=o, ax2 
then p, restricted to S2 is an eigenfunction of the Laplacian on s‘2 (with eigen- 
value 9 + n). Now take p,,(x, y, z) = (x + iy)“. Then these are all eigen- 
functions, and away from the equator z = 0 on S”, 1 x + zj~ 1 < 1. So for n 
large, p, is concentrated near the equator. 
In the first part of this paper we show that similar sequences of functions can 
be constructed on a rank r symmetric space of compact type. (For a definition 
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see, e.g., [8] or [15].) Let M = G/K be such a space. (G is a compact semisimple 
Lie group.) In Section 2 we discuss the standard decomposition L*(M) = en k’A 
into a direct sum of finite-dimensional subspaces which are irreducible under 
the natural action of G by left translation. Each space ITA is contained in an 
eigenspace of the Laplacian, but this decomposition is, in fact, finer than the 
spectral decomposition for d when I > 1. 
The parameter h is an element of the positive part C of a lattice in an Y- 
dimensional Euclidean space a*. (a* is a subspace of g*, the dual of the Lie 
algebra of G-see Section 1 for details.) That is, each X = XI=, ajpj , where the 
aj are nonnegative integers and pt ,..., pr form a basis for a*. 
The space V, contains an essentially unique “highest-weight vector” 7A 
(Definition 2.3), and if X = C ajpj as above then (Proposition 2.4) T,, can be 
factored in terms of r fundamental functions 71 ,..., 7,. as 7A = 7’11 ... 7:~. These 
functions 71 ,..., or are the analogs of the function x + iy on SL. 
In Section 4 we go on to show that ri ,..., 7r have qualitative properties like 
x + iy. Specifically (Theorem 4.5) each 1 TV\ < 1, for all x E M, with equality 
only on the set .Zi * K, the orbit of the base point eK E A4 under the action of a 
certain subgroup Zi . (In fact Zi is the stabilizer in G of pi under the coadjoint 
action of G on g*.) From these observations it is easy to read off (Theorem 4.7, 
Proposition 4.8) qualitative behavior for a function 7n when h = C ujpj and 
some of the (I~ are very large. In particular, if all the uj - co then the correspon- 
ding functions 7* become concentrated near a flat totally geodesic torus in M. 
With control over the behavior of the highest-weight vectors 7,, for large X 
established, we next consider the question of what the rest of the space vA 
looks like. For this purpose we introduce the operators qA = PAqP,, , where 
PA : L’(M)+ V,, is the orthogonal projection and q: M- R is a continuous 
function acting on L*(M) by multiplication. 
The idea for considering the operators qA first came to me from a conversation 
I had last summer with T. Spencer concerning the spectrum of the Schrodinger 
operator D = d + q. Papers of Weinstein [13] and Widom [14] discuss 
operators very similar to the q,4 in the case r = 1. 
In Section 5 we show (Theorem 5.1) that the functions 7A are approximate 
eigenfunctions for q,, as X - co in an appropriate sense. In Section 6 we make 
use of ideas in Widom’s paper [ 141, especially Theorem 1, to obtain estimates 
for the spectral measure of q,\ (Theorem 6.1). As a result of these estimates one 
may say that, from the point of view of the operators q,, , the space l*,! looks 
like a superposition of translates of 7A , with all translates of equal importance. 
In Section 7 we return to the Schrddinger operator D, showing that when 
Y = 1 the functions T,, are approximate eigenfunctions for D as h + co (Theorem 
7.1). Essentially the same result has been obtained by other authors in [3, 4, 7, 
13, 141. Finally in Section 8 we discuss asymptotic properties for the operators q,, 
as h -+ cc, parallel to a wall of the positive chamber C. 
After the work for this paper was completed I received preprints of two 
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papers by Guillemin [5, 61 in which results similar to mine were obtained by 
entirely different methods. In [5] Guillemin specifically discusses the operators 
qn , and in [6] he specifically discusses asymptotic behavior of the 7A . 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Let M be a simply connected compact symmetric space. (We will see later 
that, as far as the main theorem(4.7) is concerned, we can replace thesehypotheses 
by the weaker condition that M be symmetric of compact type, i.e., that M be 
covered by a simply connected compact symmetric space.) Let G, be the identity 
component of the isometry group of M. G, is compact and semisimple. Let 
U: M + M be the geodesic symmetry through the base point 0. Then conjugation 
by D induces an automorphism s,, of G, . Let K,, be the identity component of 
the fixed-point set of s0 . It follows that M = G,,/K,, . To simplify the representa- 
tion theory we will be using, it is convenient to replace G,, by its universal cover 
G, which is again a compact connected group. Now s0 lifts to an automorphism s 
of G and if K is the fixed-point set of s, we have 111 = G/K. (Both K and the 
preimage of KU in G are connected, and they have the same Lie algebra. See 
[8, p. 2721 for the connectedness of K.) 
We can now set our notation for the Lie algebras involved. Let g and f be 
the Lie algebras of G and K, respectively. Then if we allow s to denote also the 
action on g, we have g = f @ p, decomposition into f I eigenspaces for S. 
Choose a C p a maximal Abelian subalgebra and f C f with a @ t = t, a maximal 
Abelian subalgebra of g. Set r = dim(a) and Ld = exp(a), the subgroup of G 
corresponding to a. Let gc be the complexification of g. Diagonalizing the 
adjoint action of 1~ on gc gives nonzero linear functionals (roots) on 6, say 8, for 
which there exist nonzero X, E gc with [H, X,] = /3(H)X,, for all HE fi. Restric- 
ting the roots to a gives the restricted roots, elements of a * = < . (real dual 
space of a). Similarly l)* = X’Y . (real dual space of 5). R’e choose an ordering 
of a* and a consistent ordering of b* so that we can talk about positive roots and 
positive restricted roots. \Ve also use g’ = f @ dx p with a corresponding 
connected (noncompact) subgroup G’ of Gc , the simply connected group with 
Lie algebra gc . For G’ we have the Iwasawa decomposition G’ = KA’N, 
where -1’ and :V are the subgroups of G’ corresponding to the Lie algebras - 
a’ = / t - 1 a and tt = 2 [w . XB , where the sum runs over roots fl, whose 
restrictions to a are positive. 
Throughout, inner products of elements of g are taken with respect to the 
negative of the killing form: (X, 1’) = -tr(ad X o ad 1’). This inner product 
is positive definite on g, and thus identifies g with its dual space, and provides 
an inner product there as well, which (multiplying by -1 again) may be taken 
to be positive definite on Q*. 
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2. FUNCTIONS ON M DEFINED FROM REPRESENTATIONS OF G 
Let rr: G * Aut( V) be an irreducible representation of G on a finite- 
dimensional Hilbert space with inner product denoted (., -). If there is a 
w E V with a(K)w = w for all k E K, we say that rr is class 1 (with respect to K). 
Then, for any z, E V, we have the functionf,.,(gK) = (0, r(g)w) which is well 
defined on M. These are the special functions of the title of this paper. (Using 
Schur’s lemma and the fact that every irreducible representation of G that 
occurs in L”(M) occurs exactly once-see (2.2a)-one can verify that fu,, is an 
eigenfunction for every G-invariant differential operator on M, so the terminology 
is reasonable.) 
By Cartan’s theory of highest weights, the representations of G are parametrized 
by certain elements of b*, the dominant integral weights. (For details see, e.g., 
[16].) Suppose a1 ,..., an , p1 ,..., /3, form a simple system of positive roots with 
ailQ + 0 and fijia = 0. (A simple positive root is one which is not the sum of 
two other positive roots. The simple positive roots automatically form a basis of 
Ij*.) Let h, ,..., h, , y1 ,..., ym be the corresponding fundamental weights. These 
are elements of b* defined by 
2(4 , 4 
(“i * ai> 
= 6,. = XYi ,Bi> 
a3 <Pi I Bii 
and (hi, &) = 0 = (yi , aj>. A dominant integral weight is a nonnegative 
integral linear combination of & ,..., h, , y1 ,..., ym . Given one of these, say A, 
there is a unique irreducible representation, r* , of gc (and hence of G and G’) 
on a space VA . V, is characterized by the fact that VA contains a unique highest- 
weight vector vd satisfying z-~(X,)V, = 0 for all positive roots /3 and x,(H)v, = 
OVA for all HE l$ X is called the highest weight of n, . Conversely, every 
irreducible representation of G is one of these n,,‘s. We want to investigate which 
of the rr, are class 1. (This is not new here. See [I, 91.) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If X is the highest weight of a class 1 representation then 
h = xj nj(A, - shj) with the ni nonnegative integers. (Recall s is the symmetry 
which acts on g, hence on b*.) 
Proof. Irreducibility of rr,, together with the Iwasawa decomposition of G’ 
implies that the orbit of V, under K already spans VA . So n* is class 1 if and 
only if SK dew, dR + 0. Let us assume that nA is class I. Since t C f and 
‘STEVE = X(X)v, for X E t, we can conclude that h It = 0. This forces h = 
2 mjhj, and, since ((1 - s)/2): Q* - a* is the orthogonal projection, we have 
also h = ((1 - s)/2)h. 
For each i, -s& = x a,h, , again a dominant integral weight involving only 
the &‘s. (Since (-sh, , &) = (& , -sfij) = --(Ai, fij) = 0, we see that -sh, 
indeed involves only the Ai’s. Since (-sX, , aj) = (&, -sorj) and -soli is a 
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positive root, hence a positive integral combination of simple roots, we conclude 
c--s&, CQ) 3 0.) So there are two possibilities: either --s& = hi or --di = Ai 
with j # i. 
Now we have X = cf, cihi + x d&, - s&J, where the A’s in the first 
sum satisfy -A, = hi and the X’s in the second sum satisfy -sh, # A, . The 
c’s and the d’s are nonnegative integers. It remains to show that each ci is even. 
We have the condition that if m E K n exp(a) then nA(rn)uA = w, , since 
otherwise we would have SK h v (k)w, dk = 0. So suppose X E a and exp X E K. 
Since K is exactly the fixed-point set of s, this is equivalent to exp(X) = exp(sX), 
or exp(2X) = e. But that is the same as li(2X) E 2~rd/--1Z for all fundamental 
weights yi . (Such an exp(2X) would be in the kernel of every irreducible 
representation of G.) For each i = l,..., 1 there is such an Xi with Aj(Xi) = 
6,,d/--r, so exp(X,) E K. We must then have A(XJ = cid/-r E 2rrd\/--1Z. 
This says ci is even. 1 
We have seen that the highest weights of class 1 representations must lie in a 
cone in a lattice. This cone is generated by Y distinct elements pi = hi - sAj , 
where Y = dim(a) = rank(M). From now on, we call p1 ,..., pr the fundamental 
class 1 weights, and rD1 ,..., ryr 
fact, as the notation suggests, if L 
the fundamental class 1 representations. In 
= x njpj , then rrU is class 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let p = A - sh, where both h and -sh are dominant 
integral weights. Then nG is class 1. 
Proof. Suppose rrA acts on the space V,, . Then the representation n-.+,, acts 
on the dual space V: as follows. If o* E I’: and ZJ E I’, then 
(:7LJg)v*, 0) = <v*, Tr~(s(g-l))v) 
(h ere ’ ( , 1; indicates the pairing of Vf with VA) or in other words rr--sA = nt o s, 
where rrz is the contragredient of x,, . It is clear that T$ 0 s has highest weight 
-sX, and in fact the highest-weight vector is just vf , the functiona which 
takes value 1 on v, and vanishes on the orthogonal complement of vA . 
Thus the representation z--~,+ acts on some subspace VA-,, C VA 6J V,* which 
contains the vector ZQ @ vf . The elements of VAmsA may therefore be considered 
as maps: VA4 [‘A. If T is such a map, then 
[cs&)l (T) = dd 0 T 0 G(P)). 
Now notice that the identity map Id: VA + ITA is fixed under (v,, @ rJIK. 
So if P: I’, @ I’: --j VApSA is the orthogonal projection then P(Id) is a K- 
invariant vector. P(Id) f 0 since Id has a nonzero coefficient of vA @ vf . 1 
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Remark 2.2a. We note that if z-~ is a class 1 representation of G, then I; 
contains a unique (up to scalar multiple) K-fixed vector which we call zu, . 
(Uniqueness of w,, follows from the fact that o, , the highest-weight vector, 
is K-cyclic in V, .) Recall that the Peter-Weyl theorem states that L’(G) is 
spanned by the matrix entries of the irreducible representations of G. So we can 
summarize our results so far by the statement: L2(G/K) = On VA, where 
h = & njpj ; the ni are nonnegative integers, and equality refers to equality as 
G-modules. (G acts on D(G/K) by translation.) In addition, each space If;\ 
appearing in this decomposition has a marked element, the highest-weight 
vector. This highest-weight vector can be computed as the matrix entry of rr, , 
filpAW) = ( /v,4 , r,A B)WA>. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let 7A be that multiple offVn,wn , normalized by the condi- 
tion T,~(&) = 1. The T’S corresponding to the fundamental class I weights 
indeed generate all the others. We set 7i = 7ui for i = I,..., r. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let h = x njpj . Then rA = T;I ... T>. 
Proof. The elements of gc may be interpreted as right invariant complex 
vector fields on G, hence as differential operators on G/K. This identification 
in fact gives the action of gc on L*(G/K). N ow it is straightforward to verify, 
from the definition of highest-weight vector, that T;I ... TZ~ is a highest-weight 
vector of weight X = x njpj . Certainly T;I ... T:$eK) = 1. 1 
In the example M = s” = G/K = SU(2)/S, by appropriate choices of base 
point and subalgebra a, one can arrange to take 7i = x + QJ, (See the Introduc- 
tion for notation.) The functions (X + iy)” are then the highest-weight vectors 
for the action of G on L2(M). 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
In Section 4 we will study the qualitative behavior of the functions T,, defined 
in Section 2. By Proposition 2.4 it suffices to understand the behavior of the 
functions 7i , z = I,..., r. To motivate the constructions and proofs that follow, 
I would like to include one nontrivial example. So let us work out the functions 
pi and ~a on the rank 2 space M = SU(3)/SO(3) = G/K. The points of M may 
be thought of as real forms of the complex vector space c3. Let us take 0 = 
spmdel , e, , e3) as a base point, where e, , ea , e, is the standard basis of @“. 
The subgroup A C G is given by matrices of the form 
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On C3 there is an SO(3) invariant bilinear form (., .), where (C aiei , C b,e,) = 
C ai& . The Lie algebra of A is a = all matrices of the form 
with a, b E R. The fundamental class 1 weights are p1 and pz with 
p1 = 2ia and pa E i(bicz) 4) =2ib. 
With all these conventions we can now write 
T&K) = (g-% , g-W and T,(gK) = (g-‘e3 , g-‘e,). 
(It is easy to check that 7r and TV have the correct weights and that they are 
highest-weight vectors.) 
The first thing to notice is that clearly 1 T,(gK)/ < 1, i = 1, 2. To investigate 
1 T,(gK)l it is convenient to assume g = k-la-l for some k E K, a E A. Then 
T,(gK) = (a&, ake,). Now ke, is a real linear combination of e, , e, , e3 , say 
ke, = cziel + 01ae2 + 01se3 , and ake, = eiealel + ei(b-8)012e2 + ecihAe3 . It is 
now obvious that 1 T,(gK)l = 1 only if e%r , ei(d-@iya , and e-‘“a3 are all real 
multiples of each other. This is precisely the line of argument followed in 
Proposition 4. I. 
Let me point out a more geometric interpretation of / T,(gK)I. Consider C3 
as W with orthonormal basis {e, , ie, , es , ie, , e3 , ied}. Let y be the circle 
{eie . e,}. Since gK is a real form of C3 we have P, : [w6 + gK the orthogonal 
projection defined. Then PB(y) is an ellipse with semimajor axis of length L(g) 
and semiminor axis of length S(g). N 0~ I T,(gK)l = [WY - [~W. In 
particular 1 T,(gK)) = 1 just when Ps(r) is a line segment and 1 T,(gK) 1 = 0 
just when Pg(r) is a circle. 
4. THE FUNCTIONS 7i. MAIN THEOREM 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For aZlgKE G/K, / q(gK)l < 1. 
Proof. The function ri is associated with the representation rrpi = r,,-+ 
of G. For convenience we now drop the subscript i. Recall from Proposition 2.2 
that J,r,lmAn C S-,+ @ 7,‘: , and that w,~~,,, (the K-fixed vector in Fr,,-,,) is just 
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P(Id), where Id: VA -+ V, is the identity map and P: V, @ V,* -+ Vnmsd is the 
orthogonal projection. It follows that 
where the first two inner products are in V, @ Vf and the last is the pairing 
of VT with V, . 
Since G can be factored as G = KAK and 7 is really a function on G/K, in 
investigating r(g) it suffices to take g = k-la-l with k E K and a E A. 
LEMMA 4.2. Choose {v,) an orthonormal basis of a-weight vectors for V, . 
(If H E a then rr*(H)v” = v(H)v, for some v E a*.) Let {v,*} be the dual basis of Vf. 
If rA(k)vA = C b,v, then n-,A(k)vf = C 6,~:. (Here the bar is complex conjugation.) 
Proof. 
(~-dk) v,*, vv j = (vf, rl(s(k-l)) a,) = (z$, n,(k-l) v,) 
= (dk-l) v, , VA> = <v, , dk) VA 
= (r,(k) VA , v,> = 6, . 
Brackets refer to either inner products or pairings of space with dual space, 
whichever makes sense. g 
It is also clear, since rrl\ is unitary, that C b,& = 1. Now T(g) = r(k-la-l) = 
(+f(a-lk)vf, rA(ak)vA) = <4(a-l>(X b3, .rr,(a)(C hi,)) = <X b?, da21 
(C b,vJ) = 2 ezucH)b,b,, where HE a satisfies exp(H) = a. Since the ~9”~~) are 
all complex numbers of norm 1 we see that / r(g)\ < 1 with equality if and only 
if all the esvfH) (for which 6, #: 0) are equal. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let pi = hi - s,$ . Let g = k-la-1 with k E K and a E A. 
Then 1 T,(gK)I = 1 if and only ;f ~,+~k-lazk)v,i = 01 . z~,,~ ;f and only ;f 7~~~~ 
(k-1a2k)v-,,i = 01 . v+ for some 01 E c with 1 01 1 = 1. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 4.1 shows that 1 T,(gK)I = 1 if and only if 
;T,,JaZk)vAt is a scalar multiple of rr,$k)v,i for some scalar OL of norm 1. This is 
just rr, ,(k-‘a2k)z~,, = (Y . ~7~~ , or, takmg mverses, rAi(k-1a-2k)v,i = C% . vAi . But 
rrpSA .(k’lazk)v-,y, ,I = (rrf, o s)(k-la?k)v:, = rrf,(k-la-“k)z$ . And with notation 
as h Proposition 4.1, ‘<:?rfi(k-1a-2k)z$i , zfy>’ = <vfi , rr,i(k-1a2k)v,) = Ix,,, 
(k-la2k)vy, vAi> = (vy , ~,,j(k-la-zk)v,ij = <iv”, Or . etAi) = cz . (~7:~ , ~1,). 1 
Now we need a general lemma relating the stabilizer of the line of a highest- 
weight vector with the stabilizer of a certain direction in lj. 
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LEMMA 4.4. (g E G 1 n,(g)a, = ar.~~fo~~omea:~@}={g~GIAd(g)H~ = 
H,}, where Hh is the element of $ satisfying (H,, , H) = - d/=ih(H) fm all 
HE lj and Ad is the aa@int representation. (we need the factor 1/T because the 
inner product on lj is real while h E Ij* is pure imaginary.) 
Proof. Corresponding to 71, is a linear functional on g given by XI--+ 
(rr,+(X)q , vl>. Using the identification given by the Killing form we see that 
this linear functional corresponds to HA . Replacing V~ by rr,(g)et, replaces HA 
by Ad(g)H, . So certainly if g stabilizes the line spanned by V~ , g must also 
centralize HA . Conversely, since the h-weight space of V, is one dimensional, 
and since rr,, is unitary, if g centralizes Hn , g must also stabilize the line spanned 
by VA. I 
Notation 4.4a. Let Zi be the centralizer in G of HOi, where, as before, 
H,,. E Ij satisfies (H, , H> = - d/-lpi(H), for all HE h. (The groups Zic n G 
are* just the reductjve parts of the maximal parabolic subgroups of G’, the 
noncompact dual of G.) 
MAIN THEOREM 4.5 (disguised version). 1 T,(gK)I = 1 if and only if gKE 
zi . K. 
Proof (if). Recall that T,(gK) is some scalar multiple of the function 
cv,. , ?&+%i>? where 71,~ and w,‘ are, respectively, highest-weight vector and 
K-f!rxed vector in rD, . By Lemma 4.4, elements of Zi stabilize the line spanned 
by voi . So changing g by an element of Zi on the left does not affect 1 r,(gK)I. 
(only if). By Proposition 4.3, if 1 r,(gK)I = 1 and g = h-la-l, with k E K 
and a E A, then k1a2h stabilizes the line spanned by o,~ and the line spanned by 
v,_+ . It follows by Lemma 4.4 that k-Wk centralizes both HAi and KS,,* . We 
may conclude that h-la% E Zi (since H,,. = HA, + KS,.). We would like to 
know that k-la-r E Zi . K, for that would put iK E Zi . K as desired. So the 
theorem is completed by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. If k1a2h E Zi then ah E K . Zi 
Proof. By a conjugacy theorem for compact symmetric pairs we know that 
if two elements of p are conjugate by an element of G, then they are conjugate 
by an element of K. (Suppose X, , X2 E p with X, and X, conjugate in G. We 
want to show that XI and X, are conjugate in K. Choose a a maximal Abelian 
subalgebra of p containing XI . Since there is a K E K with Ad(k)X, E a [8, p. 21 I] 
we may assume X2 E a. There is a maximal Abelian subalgebra b C g with 
a C h. Since X, and X2 are both in h and are conjugate, they are conjugate 
by an element of the Weyl group, i.e., they are conjugate by an element g of G 
that normalizes b [15, Theorem 8.6.61. The little Weyl group [(normalizer of a 
in K)/(centralizer of a in K)] acts simply transitively on the set of possible 
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simple systems of positive restricted roots [8, Theorem 2.12, p. 2481 so we may 
choose w E little Weyl group such that rug centralizes a. Now Xi = Ad(wg)X, = 
Ad(w)Xs .) So the statement g E K . Zi is, equivalent to the statement 
Ad(g>Hoi E P. 
We know that Ad(R-Qz%)HDi or Ad(a) [Ad(k)HJ = [Ad(k)HJ. By the 
preceding remark we would be done if we could show Ad(a)[Ad(k)H,J E p. 
So the proof is completed by demonstrating the 
CLAIM. If a E A and X E p then Ad(a’)X = X implies Ad(a)X E p. 
Proof. Recall that s is the involution of g that makes G/K a symmetric space. 
If Ad(a?)X = X then Ad(a)X = Ad(a-1)X. But then s(Ad(a)X) = Ad(a-1) 
s(X) = -Ad(a-l)X = -Ad(a)X. So Ad(a)XE p. m 
For convenience we give a brief review of notation and a restatement of the 
Main Theorem. 
Review of Notation. For a class 1 highest-weight h, the function 7,, is that 
scalar multiple of the highest-weight vector in V, , the subspace of L2(G/K) 
transforming under G by the representation n,, , which takes value 1 at the base 
point eK. Zj is the centralizer in G of the element H,, of the Cartan subalgebra 
lj C g given by \:HDj , H) = - l/‘pj(H) for all HE lj. 
MAIN THEOREM 4.7 (restatement). Let h, = n(& ajpj), where {pi} forms 
a subset of the class 1 fundamental weights, and n and all the aj are positive integers. 
Then for any open neighborhood U of n;=, Zj . K in G/K, ~upo,~,~ 1 TAn( = 
o(nm) for all positive integers m. 
In particular, if s = 1’ = rank G/K (i.e., h, + co in a nonsingular direction), 
then the functions 7A\n vanish rapidly away from AK which is a flat totally geodesic 
torus in G/K. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, 7An = (~(111 ... 7:~)~. By Proposition 4.1 and 
Theorem 4.5, each j ri 1 .< 1 with equality exactly on ZiK. Thus Tag decreases 
exponentially with n on any set away from fl4-i Zj . K. For the last statement 
we note that fli=i Zj is the centralizer of A which is just A . (centralizer in K 
of (2). 
Remark. If we remove the assumption that m is simply connected the 
theorem remains true as long as we make sure that VA appears in L2(G/K). 
If we renormalize the 7* to have L2-norm 1 instead of sup norm 1, they of 
course vanish rapidly in G on the complement of any open neighborhood of 
n4-i Zj . K. In fact a little more is true. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let h, = x ain)pj be a strictly increasing sequence of class 1 
highest weights with a well-defined limiting direction; i.e., we assume that the 
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sequence [al”),..., ur)] viewed as a sequence of points in the projective space P(a*) 
has a limit a = [cfl ,..., a,]. Further, assume (by renumbering if necessary) that 
a1 ,..., as 7 - 0, fxqT1 = ... = c+ = 0, and 1 oli = 1. Let Z be the centralizer of a 
in G. Then if Q,~ denotes 7An renormalized to have L2-norm I, the sequence fA 
vanishes rapidly in the sup norm on the complement of any open neighborhood of Z . KY 
Proof. Recall that Z . K = {x E M 1 1 T~(x)I = ... = 1 am/ = 1). Let U be 
an open neighborhood of Z . K, and set X = M\U. Now X is compact and 
.supx(infiscl,,,~,,: I ~((,a+)/) = 1 - E for some E > 0, or in other words at any x E X 
some 1 Tag < I - c. On a smaller open neighborhood U’ of Z . K we can 
guarantee that all 1 T<(~)I > 1 - E’, for i = l,..., s; and E’ > 0 can be chosen 
so that (I - c’) > (1 - ~)(lr~)a~, fori = l,..., s. Noway) = c,(olj + uj,,), where 
c, = xj ai P) is unbounded as n - co, and the error terms aj,la satisfy xi ‘J~,~ = 
_ 0. It is not hard to see that all aj,n - 0 as n -+ co. We know that 
(“) 
TA, = 7;’ 
(4 
. . . . . fr ) 
so 
Choose x E X. Then some I all < 1 - E there. Rewrite Tag = gSn(ai+u,.n) . 
(something of sup norm < 1). Now 
Since u~,~ + 0, for n sufficiently large, aj + crj,n > &-Q , so for n sufficiently 
large, 
(1 - E)oli+“~,r~ < 1 
(1 - E’) . 
, 
Remark 4.9. An interesting special case of Theorem 4.7 occurs when M 
is the group manifold G x G/diagonal. If b C g is a maximal Abelian subalgebra, 
then lj @ C, C g @ g is maximal Abelian and the class 1 highest weights are of 
the form (A, -A), where h E lo* is a dominant integral weight. The corresponding 
functions on G turn out to be the T(n,-d)(g) = (v~ , z-Jg)a,). Let Z, be the 
subgroup of G that fixes X E b*, where G acts on lo* by the coadjoint representa- 
tion. Then for z E Z, , z-A(z)v, = xl(z) V~ where X~ is a character of Z, . That says 
that T(+A)(g) may be considered as a section of a line bundle L, over G/Z,, . 
If X, is a positive root in gc , then rA(X4)vA = 0. That says that TU.-A)(g) is a 
holomorphic section of L, . (This is the point of view of the Borel-Weil Theorem 
[I 1 I.) Now Theorem 4.7 says that for line bundles L, defined by sufficiently 
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large (positive) characters of Z, , one can find holomorphic sections which are 
very small away from one point in the base space G/Z, . 
The holomorphic sections of L, will reappear in (6.4). 
5. APPROXIMATE EIGENFUNCTIONS FOR THE OPERATORS qA 
For the rest of this paper it will be convenient to renormalize the functions TV 
to have L*-norm 1. As usual we have L2(G/K) = @A V, with V, transforming 
under G by nA . Now T,(gK) = d;la(w, , nA(g)w,), where d,, is the dimension 
of V,, , v, E V, is a unit highest-weight vector, and w, E V,, is a unit K-fixed 
vector. Define PA : L2(G/K) + V, to be the orthogonal projection. Let Q: 
G/K + R be continuous and set q> = P,qP, , where q acts on L2(G/K) by 
multiplication. We are interested in studying the spectral properties of the 
operators qA as /\ --, CO. The parameter A is by definition a class 1 highest weight, 
i.e., h = XL1 ajpj, where {pj} are the fundamental class 1 weights, the aj are 
nonnegative integers, and Y = rank(G/K) = dim a*. If r > 1, the description 
h + 03 is a bit too vague for our purposes. So throughout Sections 5 and 6 we 
adopt the following 
convention. “h - co” means X - 00 along a ray in a*. That is, we consider 
increasing sequences h, , A2 , . . . with each Aj a (positive) scalar multiple of some 
fixed X0 = Cj ai,Opj . 
Now using Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 4.8 we can say that as h + co the 
functions 7A (ofL*-norm 1) vanish rapidly inL*, and in fact even in the sup norm, 
away from any neighborhood of Z, . Kin G/K, where Z, is the centralizer in G 
of the ray through X in a*. 
Remark. The results in Sections 5 and 6 actually hold in somewhat greater 
generality than allowed by this convention: 
Let C be the positive cone in a* generated by p1 ,..., p7. Suppose C’ is a 
closed subcone of C with C’ C interior C, and choose {An} to be any strictly 
increasing sequence of class 1 highest weights in C’. Then it is not hard to see 
that Theorems 5.1, 6.1, and 6.5 still hold if one substitutes such a sequence 
{X,} for a sequence tending to infinity along a ray. In Section 8 we will consider 
sequences of the form /\,, = c,ha + p, where h, is singular (some aj.0 = 0) 
and p is fixed with (p, X,) = 0, i.e., sequences tending to infinity parallel to 
a wall of C. In this case, some modification of the techniques of Sections 5 and 6 
is required to obtain similar results. 
THEOREM 5.1. ll(qn - 4(e)I)TA /I -+ 0 as h + co. The norm is the F-norm and 
d(g) = JzA q(gz) dz. (Although this definition of 4 depends on the ray through h, 
it is independent of where on that ray X lies. Thus, in the limit under consideration, 
4 should be viewed as constant; the notation is chosen accordingly.) 
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Proof. Recall that q* 7 - P,(q * TJ. We want to show that this is approximately ,+
a multiple of r’A . Recall a C h, a maximal Abelian subalgebra of g, and let us 
temporarily assume that q is c” and has h-weight -v, i.e., q(exp(-H)x) = 
exp(--iv(H))q(x), for some linear functional v on lj, for all HE h. We may also 
assume that v is a sum of positive roots, since otherwise q . TV will have an 
h-weight which does not appear in n,, . So now we have q . q of h-weight 
h - V. To estimate P,(q . Q), it suffices to estimate the L2 inner product (q * 7h , 
f*-,), where fApv is any function of La-norm 1 and h-weight X - Y in the space 
-v, .
Remark. Since q is real, this is the same as estimating (TV , q . fn-J. At this 
point another justification for considering the operators qA emerges. For what 
does 7A look like as h--f co ? We know that for h large it is some function of 
A-weight h concentrated near 2, * K. It would be nice if we could make sense 
out of the statement hat TV approaches a Dirac measure of A-weight h on 2, . K. 
But for q continuous we know that lim,+,,(T, , q) = 0. So lim,,, 7A = 0 if we 
consider rA as a distribution. To avoid this problem, one can replace 7A by T,,?~ 
(complex conjugate) or, more generally, one can replace the test function q by 
test functions like q . fn-” . So studying qA gives some idea about the nature of the 
limit object lim,,, TV . 
The necessary estimate comes from the fact that all the functions in VA are 
eigenfunctions of the Laplacian, that is, for the Casimir operator of G. Recall 
that the elements of the complexified Lie algebra gc act on the functions on G/K 
by considering gc as right invariant (complex) vector fields on G. Choose {Hi} 
an orthonormal basis of h, and {X6} root vectors with respect to b satisfying 
B(X, , X-,) = 1, where B is the Killing form. This guarantees that [X, , X-,] = 
H, E I& (where B(H, , H) = p(H) f or all HE h). We may also assume that 
X-8 = 1,) where the bar refers to complex conjugation of gc over g. This 
assures that when X0 and X-s are considered as operators on L?(G/K) we have 
tX,fl , f2> = -(fi , X-J..). With these conventions we can write down the 
Laplacian: 
A = 1 Hi2 + C (X,X+ + X+X,) = 2 Hi2 + 1 2(X+X,) + HB s 
8>0 B>O 
Since fA-” is both an eigenfunction of A and an h-weight vector we see that 
fApv is an eigenfunction for xs,O X-,X, . We compute the eigenvalue as follows. 
On V, , A has eigenvalue (X + 6, h + 8) - (8, S>, where S = &x positive 
roots. (This is checked by evaluating A on the highest-weight vector which is 
annihilated by z X-,X, .) Also 
(1 Hi2 + 1 HB) (fn-v) = (<A - v, x - v> + 2<x - v, Q)f,-, 
8>0 
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SO 
(go G+” 
= HO + 8, x + a> - (6 S) - (A - v, h - v) - 2(h - v, S>) f,-, 
= (0 + 6, v> - B(v, v)) f&” . 
Returning to our original estimate we have 
- (X+S,v:--?(v,v)(4.‘r.(~~~~,x~)f,,) 
1 
= (A + 6, v> - $(v, v) ((I &x,) (4 - dfA-.) 
1 
= (A + 6, v) - $(v, v) (((c LA3) 4) . TA + c w+9*K3~J.fn”). 
where in the last equality we have used the fact that X,T, = 0. The inner 
product can now be estimated in terms of the Cz norm of 4 and the norms of the 
X-,7,+ . Concerning the latter we have 
LEMMA 5.2. /I x-47> /IL2 = (A, /3)lP. 
First, how does the lemma imply the theorem ? The lemma gives an estimate 
for the inner product of the form 
I(s . TA Ifh-“)I < cu + CS>O(O, 8Y2N (A + 6, v) - gv, v) ’ 
where C is a constant depending on the C” norm of 9. 
Now fix v in the positive root lattice and suppose /\ -+ co in a” along the rav 
through h, . Certainly if rz,X, - v is a weight of the representation T,~,,~ , it 
follows that (v, /\a:; > 0 and that nX, - v is a weight of z=~,,~ for all 1~ > n, . 
With these facts in mind we see that the denominator in the right-hand side of (1) 
grows like (h, h)r12 as h + co, whereas the numerator grows at most like <X, /\)r!4. 
So we conclude that j(q . 7,, , fA-JI -+ 0 as h - co. 
Also q may be approximated in the sup norm by a finite sum of c” functions, 
all of which are h-weight vectors when considered as elements of P(G/K). Now 
to find an approximate value of P,(q . TJ it suffices to estimate (q . 7A , TV) = 
s C,‘K qT,3?A . On 2, . K, ~~\7~ is constant. Away from 2, * K, T,,?~ is very small. 
Also q is continuous and J. G ,x r,,?,, = I. Combining these facts we obtain the 
desired estimate (q . 7A , T,,) N szA q(z) dz. 
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Proof of Lemma 5.2. 7,, is the highest-weight vector in a representation of 
the Lie algebra s&$3] = span&X8 , X-a, H,). This Lie algebra is isomorphic 
to sl(2; C), where the isomorphism identifies 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let H = (i -4 and E’ = (i g). Let IV = nth symmetric 
tensor power of Cz = nth irreducible finite-dimensional sI(2; @)-module. Then 
(1) ekn = 
0 
;112S((x~...~x)~(y~...0y)) 
n-k k 
is an orthonormal basis of W (for some SU(2)- invariant Hermitian inner product), 
where 
is the symmetrizing operator. 
(2) Y(ekn) = [(n - k)(k + 1)]1/2 e;+1 for 0 < k < n - 1. 
The proposition is proved by a straightforward computation and immediately 
yields Lemma 5.2. (In (2) of the proposition, simply substitute n = 2(A, ,8)/@, /$I) 
and k = 0.) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
6. THE SPECTR4L MEASURE FOR THE OPERATORS qA 
Our goal in this section is the following theorem: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let J C R be the interval J = [-sup I q /, sup 1 q I]. For all A 
the spectrum of q,, is contained in J, and we have a corresponding measure p,, on J, 
where for f a continuous function on J we dejine 
Then 
& df 1 := df 1 = J,f (4(d) 4. 
(For definitions of A + cc, and 4, see the beginning of Section 5.) 
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In obtaining this result, we essentially follow the paper of Widom [14], but 
we do not need the theory of Fourier integral operators used there because of 
Theorem 5.1. From the point of view of Widom’s paper, the rest of our work 
may be viewed as showing that the operator @A qh behaves like a pseudo- 
differential operator of order zero with symbol 4. 
We will want to discuss powers of the operators qA . 
COROLLARY 6.2. ll((q,$ - (Q(e))“I)T, 11 + 0 us h + co. 
Proof. Suppose qATA = ij(e)TA +- uA , where (TV is an error term whose norm -+ 
0 as h -+ co. Then (q,$$ = (g(e))‘%, + u,,~, where uAn is an error term with 
II uAn II < nC?-l ll uA (I, where sup I q j < C. 1 
we need to see how qA acts on the rest of vA . Let (L,?)(x) = TA(g-lx). 
LEMMA 6.3. I/ qA(LgTA) - tj(g)L,TA II --f 0 us X--f co; similart’y Ij qA”(L,TA)- 
(~(g))n’LgTAII~OUShjco. 
Proof. It is enough to prove the special case n = 1 because the general 
case follows from the special case by the argument in Corollary 6.2. 
Now apply Theorem 5.1, 
Any element of V, may be expressed as a superposition of the functions Lp7,+ . 
Notation. Let nr, 21~ E VA . DefinefVl.,l : G - a= ‘vfvl,,,(g) = (01, d+,)- 
We state the following proposition without proof since it is standard and can 
be derived easily from the Schur orthogonality relations. Recall d,, = degree n, . 
PROPOSITION 6.4. (1) Any function in L2(G/K) which has norm 1 and trans- 
forms by G according to rr,, is of the form fA = dflzfv,wA , for some unit vector v E VA 
and wA a unit K-Jxed vector. 
(2) Let an asterisk denote the convolution product for functions on G, i.e., 
(fi *fz)(x) = Jo fi(8) * (L,fz)(x) dg. Then 
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Let fA be as in (1) above. Then by (2) we can write f,, = dAfv,t,A * r,+ since rA = 
4’=f,+u~ . (Here vA is, as earlier, a unit highest-weight vector.) So 
Remark. The function fL,,t,A may be thought of as a holomorphic section of a 
line bundle over G/Z, . See (419). 
DEFINITION. The operator Qy): FA - VA is given by 
Q%d = .r, d~fi.,,,(g)[~(g)l”(L,7,) dg. 
THEOREM 6.5. 11 qnn - PI;“) II--+ 0 as h + co. The norm 
norm. 
is the L2-operator 
Proof. For simplicity take n = 1. The proof for n > 1 is similar. Let 
dL~TA) = 4(g) . L~TA + Cj aA.ik)L9.TA,j 9 where 7A.j is some orthonormal basis 
of Jh . What we know so far is that the sum term is small in L2 for every g if h 
is sufficiently large, or equivalently zj 1 c+Jg)l is small for allg if X is sufficiently 
large. Now 
= Q*(fd + C (dnfv.vA . aA.i) * TA,j ti 
so what we want to show is that this last sum is small in L’ for X sufficiently large. 
Proposition 6.4(2) says that right convolution by a function of L2-norm 1 has 
operator norm l/d,1/‘. It follows that Il(dAfv,o, * 01A.j) * rA,j /IL2 < sup I Lu,,(g)i and 
thus the sum is small in L2 for large h as desired. 1 
COROLLARY 6.6. The normalized traces satisfy 
1 1 h, ;z tr qA7’ - ;z- tr Qn -+ 0 as h-+03. 
A * 
The point of the operators Qy) is that their normalized traces can be computed. 
580/31/3-S 
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PROPOSITION 6.7. 
Proof. (Compare [14, Theorem 11). Let C(G) be the Banach space of 
continuous functions on G with sup norm. Let B, be the operators on I; with 
V-operator norm. Once again I consider only the case n = 1. We have the 
map C(G) + B, sending 4 t-+ QA which is continuous and linear. Since (1 /d,J tr: 
BA + C is a continuous linear functional, the composition 4 ++ (1 /d,J tr Q,+ is a 
continuous linear functional on C(G), hence is given by a measure on G. If 
we can show that the measure is left invariant we will be done, because then we 
will know the measure is a multiple of Haar measure, whose value on the constant 
function 1 is 1. 
So let us see what happens if we left-translate the function 4. For h E G, let 
(/zQ)~ be the operator corresponding to the function L,& that is, 
Using the general fact that for any two functionsf, and f2 (Lnfi) t fi = Lh(fi cf2), 
we obtain 
VQMfA) = M-+4fL’..c/\ . 4) * 4 = L(QA(L,-lfd) 
so that (hQ), = L, 0 Q,, s Lhml is just a conjugate of Q, . In particular (l/d,) 
WQX) = (1 PA) tr(QJ. I 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Suppose f(x) = x”. Then p,,(x”) = (l/d,) tr(q,“). By 
Proposition 6.7 and Corollary 6.6 we have lim,,, pLn(z”) = so [d(g)]‘” dg, as 
desired. For general continuous f, use the Stone-Weierstrass theorem to 
approximate f by a polynomial. 1 
7. THE SCHR~DINGER EQUATION IN RANK I 
We assume throughout this section that M = G/K-is a rank 1 symmetric 
space of compact type. As usual we decompose L*(M) = @)A V, , decomposition 
into irreducible G-modules. 
DEFINITION. Let E(/\) = <A + 6, h + S> -- t’s, Sl> be the eigenvalue of the 
Laplacian d on the space I; . (Recall S = ) x positive roots.) 
Notice that since M is a rank 1 space, the class 1 highest weights all lie on a 
line, so that the eigenvalues E(;\) become widely spaced as X---f CO. Because of 
this we can use Theorem 5.1 to conclude that the functions 7,, are approximate 
eigenfunctions for the time-independent Schrijdinger operator D = d + q. 
Here q is a real-valued continuous function on M acting on L*(M) by multiplica- 
tion. More precisely we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Choose E > 0. Let y,, be a circle in the complex plane centered 
at E(h) + G(e) with radius rA such that ~12 < rA < l and yA does not intersect the 
spectrum of D. Then 
-1 
FT - ll[ J, (D - ‘1Z)-1 7,, d7 = 0. + 2ai y, 
(In this case Q(e) = s.A q(a) da.) 
Proof. Let 7 E C. If the distance from 7 to the set {E(h) 1 A is a class 1 highest 
weight} is greater than, say, 1 + sup 1 q I, then D - 7Z is bounded below, 
so 7 is not in the spectrum of D. Therefore the spectrum of D comes in clusters 
around the E(A) with the distance between clusters growing like \;A, h/p. 
Let R,, be the spectral projection for D associated with the cluster around 
E(X), and, as earlier, let PA be the orthogonal projection onto I’,+ . The following 
proposition can be found in Widom’s paper [14]. I include the proof for the 
sake of completeness. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. 1) R, - P,, 1) + 0 as A + CG. (The norm is the L”-operator 
norm.) 
Proof. Let Z, be a circle in the complex plane centered at E(h) with radius 
half the distance from E(A) to the nearest cluster. Then 
R,-pA--l: 2Tz jr, ND - vZ)-’ - (A - +-Y 4 
= & jrA (D - vZ)-l q(4 - qZ)-l drl, 
where in the last equality we use the general fact -4-l - B-m’ = A-l(B - A)B-‘. 
Since both ll(D - $-111 and Il(O - 71))’ /) on Z, are O((A, A\-‘>) while the 
length of Z,, is O((X, XJJ/*), we obtain the desired result. m 
Returning to the proof of (7.1) we set D’ = A + t(e)Z. Then T,, is an eigen- 
vector for D’ with eigenvalue E(h) + Q(e). We conclude that 
SO 
~,a = - & j (D’ - $-’ TA dq. 
VA 
& s CD - dF1 Q-,\ 4 - T,\ 
VA 
1 
- --- 2~i f [(D - 71)-l - (D’ - 7Z)-‘] 7~ ‘7 
Y1 
= & s (D - TZ)-l(q - B(e))@’ - 7Z)p’ 7A drl, 
YA 
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where in the last equality we again used A-’ - B-l = A-l(B - A)B-l. Now 
the difference we wish to estimate appears as 
We use PA to separate J,+ into two pieces. 
‘A = JA,~ + ‘A.:! 
We show that both JA,1 and J,,.z grow small as A -+ co. Since the radius of yA is 
greater than 42, one can establish by computation that the operator 
1 
--s 2ai 
(D - rlw 0 
vA -W + 4(e) - rl 
is bounded by 2/e (independent of A). By Theorem 5.1, )/ P,(q - 4(e))TA // + 0 
so JA,1 + 0 as h + co. 
To estimate JA,2 we write (I - P,)(q - g(e))TA = [(I - RA) + (P,,) + (R, - PA)] 
(I- PJ(q - 4(4h = W - RJ + (4 - PA)1 (I- PA)(~ - i@h . BY 
Proposition 7.2, jl R, - PA 1) + 0 as X -+ CO. Finally, since the distance from 
yA to the spectrum of D lmnge(l-RA) is O((A, Ajljz), 
8. BEHAVIOR OF qA AS A-+ 00 PARALLEL TO A WALL OF THE POSITIVE CHAMBER 
In this section we will indicate how to obtain analogs for Theorems 5.1 and 6.1 
in the following situation. Let us consider a family of class 1 highest weights 
of the form X + CL, where X + cc along the ray through A,, a singular class I 
highest weight (see Section 5), and (p, A) = 0. By choosing A,, sufficiently large 
to begin with, we may assume that A,, + /* is also a class 1 highest weight. Now 
we want to obtain estimates for the spectral measure of the operators qAfu which 
are increasingly accurate as X + co. The reason we could do this before was that 
we could show (5.1) that the functions TV were approximate eigenfunctions for 
the operators q,, . It is not quite true, however, that the functions TAtu are 
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approximate eigenfunctions for the operators qA+U (as X -+ co). Our old argument 
depended on the fact (see Eq. (I) of Section 5) that if v E positive root lattice 
with h - v a weight of TQ then (A, v) > 0. In our current situation, if X + TV - v 
is a weight of rA+, , it could easily be that (A, v) = 0. We are led to the following 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 8.1. (a) B,., = {V E positive root lattice [(v, A) = 0 and 
A + p - v is a weight of TQ+~} 
(b) 
of VA+u .
IOTA+, == @veBA,P Vale-“, where V’$” is the h + p - v weight space 
(c) w = WAo,, . 
(d) Z, = centralizer in G of X (or equivalently the centralizer of HA). 
jh = Lie algebra of Z,, . 
(e) S, is the connected subgroup of G whose Lie algebra is the orthogonal 
complement of HA in jn . 
PROPOSITION 8.2. (1) WA+U is un irreducible S,-module. 
(2) The map w w rApA . w is an S,,-module isomorphism: W -+ W,,,+ . 
Proof. (1) The complexified Lie algebra of S,, contains the root vectors 
corresponding to all positive and negative simple roots which are orthogonal 
to A. Any element of WA,, can be obtained as a linear combination of terms 
~A+u(L1) . . . %+“(x-&A+u 3 where the Xmai are negative simple root vectors. 
It follows that each (A, ai) = 0. 
(2) For all z E S, we have Lz7+ = 7A--A0 . (L, is left translation by a.) 
Also TA~+~ E Wand TA+u = c . TApA 0 . TAOfu , where c is some scalar (see (2.4)). 1 
By following through the arguments in the proof of Theorem 5.1 it can now 
be seen that IV,,, is approximately invariant under qA+,, . Choose {~~)~=r,...,~ 
an orthogonal basis of W normalized by the condition SzA.k wiui = 1. For some 
constants cA , the functions {CATA--/\ * ~~}~=i,...,~ form an orthonormal basis of 
WA+” . To see how qn+U acts 0; WA,,, we approximate (q . CAT+, ’ Wi I 
CATA-A~ ’ Wjj = so CA~TA-A~?A-A~ QW@j . For h sufficiently large we can approximate 
the integral by an integral over Z, . K. There TA-AO?A-AO is constant. Taking into 
account the original normalization of the W~‘S and the fact that the c,,T~~,,~w~‘s are 
orthonormal we obtain the estimate 
DEFINITION 8.3. The matrix d(g) is given by 
4(gh = S, 
A’ 
K dgz) wj(z) wdz) dz* 
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We now have an analog for Theorem 5. I. 
THEOREM 8.4. 1) q,,+,,(~~-~,w~) - xi ~ij(e)(TA-A,wi)ll-+ 0 as h - co. 
There are also obvious analogs for Corollary 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 with our new 
matrix g(g) replacing the old scalar valued function t(g). 
THEOREM 8.5. (Notation as in Theorem 6.1 except for d(g) which is dejined 
in (8.3).) 
(Since g(g) is a real symmetric matrix f (4) is defined by the spectral theorem.) 
Proof. The proof of (6.1) goes through with the modifications sketched here. 
First, any element of VA+, may be expressed as a superposition of translates of 
elements of lV,,+U . Specifically, with notation as in (6.4), 
f “.WA+#l = f G d~+,f,,,~+~(g)Lgrn+~ 4’ 
where TV(g) = .fzA (fv.vn+r (gz)L,) dz. Notice that the integral over G/Z really 
does make sense because 
T&i=) = Lz -1T&)- (1) 
Now given a continuous matrix-valued function Q on G (assume the matrix is 
m x m where m = dim W) we can define an operator QA on V,,,, by 
f u*uJA+u ++ A+, s L,QW T&J TA+~ d g. (2) G 
Taking the normalized trace of QA yields a continuous linear functional on the 
space of continuous m x m matrix-valued functions on G. Hence the normalized 
trace is given by a measure on G with values in the linear functionals on m x m 
matrices. Left invariance of this measure follows just as in Proposition 6.7. 
Suppose now Q is constant. Then replacing g by gz in the defining integral (2) 
and using (1) we arrive at QA = (L, 0 Q 0 L,-,),, , Since the family of operators L, 
acts irreducibly on WA+,, , it now follows that 
1 
_ tr QA = c d tr Q(g) dg, A.LL s G 
for some constant c. Testing this last equality on Q = Identity gives c = 1. 1 
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